
Monroe Elementary School 2019-20 SIP areas for improving state assessment results for ELA 
and Math in grades 3-6: 
 
 

1. ELA --data from the recent IAR assessments provided instructional guidelines for staff.  
a. Specifically, the following will be addressed: 

i. Third - emphasis will be placed on improving student’s abilities to find the 
main idea of an informational text using details from the story. 

1. Focused instruction using additional ReadyGen sources as well as 
other content area lessons will be implemented in order to 
increase working knowledge across all curricular areas. 

ii. Fourth - Focused instruction will be increased as it pertains to figurative 
language instruction  

1. Implementation will occur in ELA as well as content areas all year 
long to increase student understanding and knowledge. 

iii. Fifth - Instruction will be revised and frequency of instruction will be 
increased in the following areas: words and phrases, reading literature, 
reasons and evidence. 

1. EdCite will be used along with our curriculum to increase student 
knowledge and competency in these areas. 

iv. Sixth - Instruction to improve reading literary scores and the 
Science/Technical Texts will be implemented 

1. Adjustments to curriculum and instructional times will help balance 
the amount of instruction to be more structured and unified with 
other areas of content. 

2. Book clubs will be established and utilized to encourage 
independent reading fluency. 

 
2.   Math-- data from the recent IAR assessments provided instructional guidelines for staff.   

a. Specifically, the following will be addressed: 
i. Third grade will provide more specific instruction centered around 

reasoning and modeling fractions and using pictures and number lines 
1. Materials and supports incorporated in the new math series  

(GoMath) will be utilized. 
ii. Fourth grade will incorporate instruction to support students deficits in 

modeling, Geometry, and reasoning as well as measurement and data. 
1. Instruction through the new math series  (GoMath), will be geared 

to work on factors, multiples, and determination of prime and 
composite numbers 

iii. Fifth grade will focus on fractions 
1. Specific instruction will center on Number and Operation Fractions  

a. activities and learning experiences will focus on 
comparing, dividing,  and multiplying fractions.  



2. The new math series  (GoMath) provides lessons created 
specifically to address these objectives.  

iv. Sixth grade will focus on reasoning and modeling. 
1. Students will be instructed and supported in order to allow for 

practice using “math talk” to explain their reasoning within the new 
math series  (GoMath). 

 
 
 

 
Monroe Elementary School 2018-19 SIP areas for improvement in K-2 ELA and Math 
 

3. Grades K-2 continue to incorporate foundational skills at grade level in order to 
emphasize skills not sufficiently supported through ReadyGen curriculum. Specifically, 
the following will be addressed: 

i. Kindergarten - phonics and sight words will be emphasized at a more 
rigorous level 

ii. First - phonics and sight words will be emphasized at a more rigorous 
level 

iii. Second - phonics and sight words will be emphasized at a more rigorous 
level 

1. Writing will be reorganized and enhanced to make it more 
beneficial and have better flow for learning structure  

4. Grades K-2 are utilizing the new math series (GoMath) and feel, while it is rigorous and 
somewhat above previous curriculum in instructional level and expectations, it is a great 
improvement over previous curriculum.   


